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 ABSTRACT: - 

 

In this assumption paper working of human mind are given means what human mind can do to others with only mind nothing other than that, like 

syncing with one mind to other may be by emitting EM wave or other wave or particle is given :-  

  

Keywords: - Human brains powers by synching, means brain to brain synching may be by emitting some wave or particles or any matter. 

Introduction 

 In todays world neuro science is getting advanced. Somewhere we are hearing brain hacking and somewhere we are hearing that any person known 

exact that what is going on other persons mind or his information like that any person see any illusions sometimes but he thinks that how it happens. 

Sometimes any person or I also thought of any presentation and my mind or brain showed me that how it would be. In news channels or any channels 

comes that any person watched any soul or sometimes it can be disorder/mental diseases. But in this research paper/assumption paper the extra powers 

of brains or concept of extra powers of brains are described. 

  

Concept of extra powers of brains. 

 From human history to now many sayings are and some call it as superstitions. Like or mainly about Gods or any Saints or huma ns also that they are 

tricky, magical or miracles. But if we go through science eye some are scientific things.Extra powers of humans brain describes that or this paper 

describes that some things which human thinks that they aremagic or his any disease or his any mental/health defect, it is or it would be/could be by this 

powers, means someoneother is doing this or his own brain wants to tell him. May be his brain or whole body wants tell him. It would modifyhuman. 

As well as it can modify human species or whole living things. 

  

Business analytical 

 In todays world's education new and modern as well as the topics which will modifies humans are the most required topics are required. As well as in 

laboratories the topics which will modifies human and the most required. So this paper can be published in many syllabus books as well as in many 

science books and can give a different thinking to human. As well as this can give a different thinking to legal system, defence system, privacy of 

persons and daily life of persons and can give a different way to live. After a perfect methods these can be laws like laws of motions. 

 Main paper(1) To or on others :- 

 Can insert feelings. 

 Can show illusions or pics. 

 Can talk without mouth or any other protocol like sign language, only with mind. 

 Can sense surrounding things. 

 Some physical effects or environmental effects mind can do ( can be for attacking or can be for defence). 

 Environmental effects can include making chains also like water chains etc. 

 Can communicate through internet or telephone or any machine suitable without any guessing or assumption 

 (Aliens and man communication protocol can be with human mind only but if human can do this through network or any machine like 

satellite, or any Suitable). 

 Can forget someone by inserting or doing something in his mind with only with our mind or any our part. But works doing on others if their 
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mind or their ( means unnamed power described in paper we can name it also like we call burning process as ‘burning’)will not oppose and 

sometimes or all times human can detect that who is doing this effects or who done it. 

  

 To ourself with our mind or our mind do sometimes :- 

 Can show images or any illusion to ourself. 

 Can speak or it can hear us. 

 Can create auto talking or with images and feeling and sensetions Like autopresentations. 

 Can move any body parts like artificially moving. 

 Can change inner situations like temperature and can change metal state. 

  

Applications of assumptions :- 

 These assumptions can for all human species and are by synching (means like one mobiles connect by emitting radiation or em wave, we can say may 

be brain or human body but mainly human brain emit waves for doing these) : - 

  

*By illusions: - 

 Man can show illusions for misguiding others watch on us Or 

If any criminal's watch on us then we will escape from him by showing any illusion like we as any other person's image or changing surrounding scene 

and showing other scene. 

  

In defence means military, the military man can show him at slightly distant place for misguide or for missing his target from him(the military man who 

is showing illusion) of his enemy. 

Like that through machine means through mobile phone or any communication device if this effect can possible through that, then he can misguide him 

even if he is out of his range of synching of his brain and others brain. 

As well as any person can show him as a bigger than his original size and he can show any animal to other especially any predator for scaring him and 

any non predator for some other person for calling him closer as a trap. 

And any person who is unknown from all species or thing in the world then any other person can show any imaginary thing or species which does not 

exist in this world and for believing in it (for believing in it he will change his mental state, mental state or feeling like original effect which will be 

described in the effects - changing mental state or inserting feeling.) And illusion of invisible or making us invisible by combinations of all surrounding 

around us. 

Like that at many places he can show illusions They are described below :- 

At or on road any illusionary vehicle, at Sky any illusionary vehicle, while typing or on screen other words, somewhere illusionary fire is or somewhere 

is illusionary snow or Any weird effects like comic effects like car is flying or any dog isflying blah blah blah..........  

  

*By inserting feeling :- 

 By this effect any person can insert feeling of happiness, sadness, fear, or feelings like disgusting, anger sometimesexcitement, amazing, 

attraction.Sometimes or upper described feelings with humans senses hand, legs, eyes, ears etc. or combinations of then. And feelings like seducing or 

depression. 

And inserting or by inserting forgetting anything from brain of the person. 

  

Feelings or emotions teasing others or hitting other person or temperature of other person or inserting that his one part or any body sense is paralyzed or 

diffusing him means making him unconscious. Or many feelings or sentiments and combinations of them or which will discovered in future by any 

medicines or drugs. 

  

*Can talk without mouth or any protocol like sign language by senses only by mind synching : - This is by combination of upper effects. 

  

*Can sense environmental things : - 

 

By this effects man can sense environmental things or things around him ( things in nature ) 

Things like behind him is what and sometimes who or which thing or which animal, Like that sound him is what which he can't see he or she can sense.  

Like that he or she or any person can watch anywhere and he will know at other place is who or what.  

  

*And some physical effects and environmental effects ( effects like covering around thing ) :- 

In this effects man cover around things like air or sometimes things but which are in capacity of brain or senses having these effects. 

By this effects any person can attack on other or defence to attack by surrounding environmental things or surrounding matter. And of two or more 

person will do it together on other then this effect can more powerful. Sometimes person can damage things by this effect.  
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*Can communicate or send data through machine like mobile phone or computer or satellite ( if suitable and any suitable):- 

By this effect anyone can communicate or send data by synching brains and they can talk with each other or they can do the effects described in this 

paper or book. 

And can send signals through satellites to aliens by without language talking and showing illusions or inserting feelings or showing things. Like calling 

them or knowing their things. 

Or he can know by this that who is where and that place and things are what. 

  

  

*Any person can control other person by this synching : - 

  

By this effect any person can control other person and he will make him doing things which the controller want to do. Some dangerous things like make 

the target kill other person or make him suicide, rape etc. 

As described that by watching target and around him, he can control. 

  

 *Can change mental state by synching or we can say inserting :- 

  

By this effect or feature human can change mental state of other by synching. Like sometimes human do meditation and they feel calm may be their 

metal state feel calm like that human can change mental state . 

This effect can be advantageous like 

anyone will suitable for the mental state inserted by other or sometimes it can be for disturbing mental state of other.  

  

*Can know what is going on in other person's mind : - 

  

By this effect human can know what is going on in other person's mind and he can do some tricks to misguide his target and ca n do combination of 

upper effects. And he can know what is target thinking or his feelings while it or his mental state while it or can predict what target will think after 

knowing targets current state of thinking. 

Like that, person can take precautions of what target will do after his current thinking or plan means any thieves or any criminal. 

Inverse of that anyone can plan what person will do and then what to do to take action of his plan like crimes or any other works. 

  

*Can know memory of other person :- 

  

By this effect any person can know targets memory stored in him, not full but some sometimes all. By this effect or feature human can know memory 

of targeted person or many persons. This feature can be harmful because 

anyone can know informations means confidential informations like 

  

target is who, he lives where and some other information or like this informations. But sometimes close persons of target can know some good 

information and then they can guide them or tell them about their mistakes or they can tell them what to do. Like that the person can copy feelings or 

mental state or inner state. 

  

Through machinery effect means through internet or any other network, sometimes we can do many machines effects. I know many interested call me. 

Like that if would possible he can watch on many men at a time through machines. Like that anyone or human or any thing who can do- can remember 

or take or know other address means network protocol address or any other and he can do it with his machine. Like it he can change others inner state. 

Note :- 

  

These effects are possible if Infront of person or targeted person will not oppose if he will in range of the brain synching or in these effects. 

  

Like it these effects can be on many persons means what can be the capacity of humans brain. Note :- 

Upper things are possible if the targeted person will not oppose or his mind will not oppose. Now things or effects humans brain can do inner of 

human's body :- 

  

*Can show illusions to ourself :- 

  

In this effect or brain show illusions to ourself. And can show illusions with feeling or mental state that it is real or sometimes infront of us illusions. By 

this effect person can show presentation and sometimes it helps in understanding. 

  

*Can speak with us or hear us : - 

  

Our brain can speak with us or hear us things or talking. Like that our brain can hear talking of many people or characters created by them with images 

and we can talk characters created by them. 

-By this effect or feature we can make or our brain can show autopresentations or pre planning or any rehearsal or what will happen means our plan or 

can create scene of any situation or helps in understanding any book. 

And this effect can be for any time means one hour or two hours or for any much time continue leaving sleep. This effect or feature can be with feeling 
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and mental state suitable for it or by inner state changing. 

  

Sometimes our brain can show this effect or feature in sleep. 

   

*Can do sensetions: - 

  

By this feature brain can do human body sensetions like cold or water fell on us or any other sensetions like this.  

  

*Can move body parts like artifcially. 

  

By this effect or feature brain can move body parts of body like artifcially. It can be beneficial in sports and any other work like driving etc. 

  

*Can change inner state like temperature : - 

  

In this effect or feature human's brain can change inner state of human or it's own body. And sometimes brain can change some part's temperature or 

some parts' temperature. By doing this effect human's body can be familiar with any work which have to do different from his body temperature. And 

sometimes for any habit with changing mental state of liking/like it or combination of upper effects or features. It can to increase temperature or 

decrease temperature. 

  

*Can change mental state:- 

  

In this feature or effect human's brain can change mental state like sometimes human mental state changes like in anger or means irritated so in that he 

get confuse that what to do or he/she/person do any work like crime or wrong work, so human's brain can change the mental sta te for convenience of 

doing work or manage work and can suggest or give start of what to do or alternatively can give suggestions.  

And can insert feeling or can give feeling, like artifcially. 

  

*All these effects can temporary or permanently also. Funny :- 

And sometimes our brain can make us mouth smells and sometimes it smells us that or any other smell like that, means it let us smell any smell. In this 

synching Our brain can do sex with other or many. 

  

or we can experience sex ourself with all these features or effects or some feeling like in real and with all senses mainly sexual senses. And our brain, 

Sometimes our brain shows us playing games by our participation by our senses like vibration and like that it can feel any scene like war or sports like 

football, isn't it funny? Ha ha ha........ 

Can be proved by various methods. 

  

Like that human brain or human can talk with many brains or persons even though he is doing any work, and without hearing to the main person( 

applicable for all effects also.). These effects can very quickly means within a second or in milliseconds (time not described). Like that human or 

human brain can make Infront of person whole new means doing death of his original character and inserting new character or characters by these 

effects. And sometimes can do death also but if it is possible. Or control others and can make him/them do work as he want( means the controller want 

or if the targeted person/persons want work by the controller). 

Sometimes or anytime or all time human can change size of their body parts means which would possible means skin or any other possible  and same of 

others also. And sometimes he can do these effects as refex action or reply of any action by very cruel way. And can capture images and show same to 

original human or humans,. and to many humans. Like that human braincan make the human whole new character or can adopt many things or give 

many actions and things(by giving by taking from others and watched anywhere). As well as he can delete or forget or hide any pre-planned work. 

  

For escaping from these effects - to or on others written upper and described, human should invent or make any device or find anything or existing 

thing(things)  preventing these waves or particles or matters which is reason of this. Bad effects can be very much bad...............  be careful, aware and 

which lab or organisation want to know contact me. Like it human can hang other human by it. And can change whole inner of it( means inner states 

etc.). 

  

Sometimes human can forget his original memory or hide it(or all the data with all feelings, inner states etc.)  for the reseaon that others should not 

know it by the upper 1 effect described. And he can make any false scene or memory or memories for the reseaon that others should get confused while 

taking it that which is the correct and for the reason that they want to show or misguide the Infront of person.  

Conclusion :- Human can do these all things if proven by proper method. So these assumptions are beneficial human in may fields and many fields in 

future. Can be research because I experienced it. 

  

METHODS OF PROVNG CAN INCLUDE TAKING HUMANS IN RAYS OR WAVES LIKE X RAYS AND  DETECTING THE TRANSFERRED 

AND READBLE PARTICLES AND TAKING HUMANS IN PARTICLES OR ANY MATTER(OR IN FUTURE) SUITABLE FOR IT AND 

DETECTING IT.  
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I know many, Interested contact me. 

  

As well as in addition of methods of proving the effects or properties of water methods include sensors or any equipments or any apparatus or systems 

paper I'd IJRPR 10367 and IJRPR 8131 published by me. And discovered in future. Or by upper sensing effects or other effects. Addition to they 

papers when water freezes it packs or grabs things inside it and stuck to it. Like that water is a best way to stop any frict ioned particles which is 

applicable for it as they dissolve in it or any particles which water can dissolve  or any liquid or things also can a best way( not only frictioned particles 

any particles we want to stop). Any thin thing when falls in water then ripple don't find or created things, size and substance or particle may vary. . And  

laws can be    

For any particles   

Siutable. As well as in sports and in acting, dance, martial arts or other sports or other works etc. Like stops sleep and work continuity and in studies or 

in class it can help. And it can listen songs do mood fresh and other effects also. Change our choices like places and time to time. Can change 

imaginations as well as helps in imaginations. Or can take from others and enter the main body in another world. 

 

BAD EFFECTS - BAD EFFECTS CAN BE IN MILITARY LIKE FIELD OR FIELDS - THAT THE PERSON WILL KILL INFRONT OF PERSON 

AND HE OR SHE WILL INSERT FEELINGS, MENTAL STATE OR ANY ENRGY LIKE UNCONSCIOUS OR PARALIZED OR ILLED OR HE 

WILL INSERT FEAR, HE WILL TAKE ENERGY AND THEN HE WILL KILL HIM BADLY BY INSERTING ANGER FEELINGS AND ETC. As 

well as he will be so forward in cruel type in these effects or by this effects that in revenge he will do him in prism of crueality for revenge.  By any 

machines or any other way. Like that he or they will change his whole character and metal state or inner state for changing his whole character for 

becoming him on us side and then he will make it to kill or work for them.  Just like he will make his whole reserration by this effects. Or steal their 

plans by this effects. As well as weaponry machinery effects like on drones or many like hide it or mke it invisible or distract it by showing anywhere. 

Just like that he can make any missile's effect if possible(but not sure). As well as can make animals to do these cruel effects on others. As well as do 

effects like in wrong turn and saw by these effects. Like that it can remove whole fear from him totally and make him courageous and brave and a 

fighter. 

But can sense invisible characters by this. Can make chains with uranium and plutonium if known how to detect and how to seperate and make chains 

by machinaries or other mediums. Many bad effects are but soldiers and fighters should be aware of it as well as know it for future.  

 

 


